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In the end, Matthew and Tristan did not go right back to the Cosby Residence. Instead, 
they found an inn in the city for a temporary lodge. 

Matthew also contacted Melvin along the way to ask him to find out the current situation 
in the Cosby Family. Then, Melvin told him something unexpected. 

Someone had discovered the car that Matthew and Tristan was in, and now there was a 
rumor going around in Stonedale that both of them were already murdered by Freya, 
and their bodies were cast into the river. So, in Stonedale, everyone was saying that 
Matthew had died. 

As for the Ten Greatest Families of Stonedale, they took the opportunity to deny 
anything about the Restoration Pill to the public. Instead, the Ten Greatest Families 
grabbed the chance to cause trouble, spreading rumors that someone died from taking 
medicine made by Cunningham Pharmaceuticals. 

They were trying to ruin Cunningham Pharmaceuticals’ reputation. After a few negative 
incidents, it was true that Cunningham Pharmaceuticals‘ reputation was at rock bottom. 
Some agents even wanted to sue Cunningham Pharmaceuticals over this. 

Cunningham Pharmaceuticals was now in a dire situation as it was facing danger both 
from within and outside of itself. And under those circumstances, out of the Ten 
Greatest Families of Eastshire, only a few families stepped up and supported 
Cunningham Pharmaceuticals whereas the other families each had their own malicious 
plans. 

Some families were even raring to swallow up Cunningham Pharmaceuticals. 

The Ten Greatest Families of Stonedale were even crueler. After they caused this 
ruckus, they had Neverland Pharmaceuticals make an appearance, then asked Sasha 
to hand over Cunningham Pharmaceuticals. 

To put it simply, the Ten Greatest Families of Stonedale wanted to take over 
Cunningham Pharmaceuticals so that they could get their hands on the Restoration Pill 
to profit greatly from it. 

They dared to do this only because they heard news of Matthew’s passing! 

In the meantime, the crown prince of Mightwater was staying in Mightwater to take care 
of Poison Spider, hence he could not step up and help Matthew. When Matthew heard 



those news, he frowned deeply. He never thought that in the two days of his take death, 
so many things had happened. 

After staying silent for a while, Matthew said, “For the time being, we shouldn’t let others 
know that I’m still alive. I want to see how many demons are still lurking in Eastshire!” 

Melvin agreed, “I agree. It’s only under these circumstances that we can judge who has 
truly surrendered, and who has their own evil plans. We can also take this chance to rid 
Eastshire of those cunning demons once again!” 

Matthew nodded. This was exactly what he was planning. 

Next, Melvin asked his men in the Southeast State to look for news about the Cosby 
Family. 

And everything was as Matthew had expected. The funeral at the Cosbys was held for 
Tristan. 

When Rowan rushed home from Stonedale, he brought back news of Tristan’s death. 
The head of the Cosby Family, Sean, was furious, and he swore to fight with Freya till 
death. 

When Tristan heard the news, she was dumbfounded. She was stunned as she stood 
where she was and did not recover her senses for the longest time. 

“He’s my uncle! H-How could he possibly do this?” Tristan still had trouble believing. 

Matthew said, “Never judge a book by its cover. Not everyone is who you think they are 
underneath.” 

Tristan sighed and said in a low voice, “Then what should we do now, Matthew? Should 
we go back right away and expose this lie?” 

Matthew shook his head. “If you go back right now, you can only prove that you didn’t 
die, but there’s no evidence that Rowan did anything. Everything we’ve discussed so far 
is just our own guess. There is no concrete proof. If he denies it, then we cannot do 
anything about it!” 

There was a hopeful look on Tristan’s face. “Matthew, our guess might not be accurate 
either. What if my uncle really didn’t do these things?” 

Matthew smiled, “I think the answer to that will be revealed very soon.” 
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Tristan was startled. “H-How are we going to reveal that?” 

“Rowan is a very greedy person, and his way of doing things is ruthless. He even dared 
to hurt you when you’re his niece. What else can he not do? Since he has collaborated 
with Lord Voodoo and Gregory, he might still have some other dirty tricks,” Matthew 
explained. 

When she heard that. her expression changed slightly. “Are you saying that h-he will 
harm my family?” 

He answered, “There‘s a high possibility that he’ll harm your father.” 

“W-What should I do, then?” She was growing anxious. 

Seeing that, he calmed her down. “Don’t worry. Now that I’m here, his tricks might not 
be useful. Let’s just wait and see.” 

Tristan looked at Matthew, and her expression loosened up a little. She didn’t 
understand why, but whenever she was with him, she would feel safe. This was the kind 
of security that even her father couldn’t provide her. It was also only at this time that she 
felt that she was actually a delicate girl. 

For the whole afternoon, Matthew and Tristan hid inside the room while receiving 
updates from Melvin. 

At 6.00PM, Melvin suddenly sent them a message which read, “Master Cosby gave out 
an order, asking every member of the Cosby Family to rush back to the Cosby 
Residence. They are going to hold a family meeting!” 

When Matthew heard that, he stood up abruptly. “There’s really something wrong with 
the Cosby Family! We need to go to the Cosby Residence tonight!” 

“What’s wrong?” Tristan asked. 

He waved his hand and said, “I’m not sure about what is really happening. However, 
under what circumstances will the Cosby Family ask every member of the family to go 
back?” 



After some thought, she shook her head. “They don’t usually summon everyone back 
under normal circumstances. This only happens when something important related to 
the family’s existential crisis occurs.” 

Matthew then asked, “What do you mean by that, exactly?” 

“For instance, when the family is in extreme danger or when we need to choose the new 
head of the family. It can also be when an important figure in the family is having some 
trouble…” Tristan was explaining it halfway when her expression changed at once. 

She said anxiously, “Could it be that Grandpa…” 

“I don’t think it’s him,” said Matthew as he interrupted her. 

“Let‘s not make guesses here. We’ll know when we go to the Cosby Residence.” 

Tristan nodded and stood up, ready to head out. 

“Are you going back like this?” He stopped her immediately. 

Hearing that, she was confused. “Like how?” 

“Everyone thinks that you’re dead now. Don’t you think you’re going to scare everyone if 
you go back like this? At the very least, you should disguise yourself a little and not let 
them recognize you,” he explained. 

Only then did she understand, quickly nodding her head. 

Later on, they rushed to the Cosby Residence after he helped Tristan dress up a little 
and tidied himself up. They took advantage of the chaos and sneaked into the Cosby 
Residence. 

The Cosby Family was an extremely large family. Usually, there were approximately two 
thousand people staying in the Cosby Residence. If every member of the family 
returned here, there would be around six thousand people in total. During such a 
situation, Cosby Residence was incredibly chaotic. 

Tristan knew the paths around here well, so she led Matthew and walked around the 
Cosby Residence without any trouble. 

Since there were too many people coming back, the Cosbys had removed the security 
too. After all, who dared to stir trouble in the Cosby Residence when there were six 
thousand of the Cosbys gathered? 



Also, since this was the Cosbys’ family meeting, all the powerful, esteemed guests of 
the Cosby Family were here to protect the key members of the family. Even if someone 
sneaked in, they could only be bystanders, unable to do much. 
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Everyone there nodded, showing their disagreement with Sean’s suggestion. 

Seeing their reaction, Sean got red in the face, for the reason why he gathered 
everyone this time was to discuss how to deal with Heath. But now that everyone was 
objecting to his suggestion, he was completely embarrassed. 

In fact, he knew very well that after Wilfred was injured, his control over the Cosby 
Family was not as strong as before. 

Wilfred was the top of the Cosby Family. As long as he was here, the whole family 
would be very united. However, ever since Wilfred was severely injured and at risk, it 
was difficult for these Cosbys to not have other thoughts. 

Under these circumstances, Sean’s convening power as the head of the Cosby Family 
was not as strong as before. 

Previously, the members of the Cosby Family were already disobeying him behind his 
back, but now, they were blatantly objecting to his words. This showed their attitude 
toward him clearly. However, Sean came prepared as well. 

After taking a deep breath, he looked at the elderly man just now and said, “Uncle 
Atticus is right. I should focus on the big picture as the head of the Cosby Family. What I 
said just now is really impulsive.” 

He continued, “After all, the Cosby Family is one of the Ten Greatest Families of 
Cathay. Freya Green of Centourial killed my daughter, which is the same as slapping 
the Cosby 

Family in the face. So, shouldn’t I kill her to seek revenge for my daughter and my 
family?” 

Before Atticus could say anything, a man said immediately, “Sean, why must you hold a 
grudge against a junior? Everyone knows that Freya is Heath’s favorite apprentice. In 
fact, she’s also his successor.” 



“If you kill Freya, Heath will surely fight against our family endlessly. Don’t forget that 
he’s one of the Six Kings! How much is our family going to pay if we mess with him? 
How can you simply make the decision when you’re the head of the family?” 

When Sean heard that, he was enraged and pounded the table before standing up right 
away. “So you‘re saying that we should sit here and do nothing when my daughter is 
dead?!” 

The man wanted to rebuke Sean, but Rowan cut him off. 

“Ayden, you shouldn’t say that. We are one of the Ten Greatest Families of Cathay, so 
why should we be afraid of the Six Kings? Even Heath’s little appearance dared to mess 
with us, but all of you are like cowards who don’t even dare to say anything!” 

He added, “If that’s the case, why is the Cosby Family still one of the Ten Greatest 
Families of Cathay? We should just step down from the position before we embarrass 
ourselves and let people make fun of us!” 

Ayden wanted to rebuke again, but Atticus said right away, “I feel like what Rowan said 
is right. We, as one of the Ten Greatest Families of Cathay, shouldn‘t be afraid of the 
Six Kings.” 

“We won’t go head-to-head with Heath, but this doesn’t mean that anyone can mess 
with us. If Freya killed Tristan. we’ll kill Freya to seek revenge! Let everyone in this 
world know that the Cosby Family is not to he messed with!” 

Hearing that, Ayden didn’t object anymore. 

The others started to nod as well since they couldn’t object to this matter. The daughter 
of the Cosby Family’s head was killed. If the Cosby Family didn‘t seek revenge, they 
would be embarrassed for sure. 

Of course, in their eyes, it wouldn’t be an easy task even if Sean wanted to go after 
Freya. This was because she had strong abilities that ordinary people couldn’t hurt her 
at all, not to mention that she was always in Centourial. If Sean wanted to go after her, 
he needed to get past the unrivaled swordsman first. 

As long as the Cosbys prevented Sean from going head-to-head with the unrivaled 
swordsman, he wouldn’t be able to go after Freya. 
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After hearing that, Sean nodded gradually. “Thank you for all your support. With all of 
your words, I can finally seek revenge for Tristan!” 

Everyone was confused and didn’t know what he meant. 

Just then, Sean waved his hand. “Bring her here!” 

Everyone turned around and saw two men dragging a girl in green and walking toward 
them. There was blood all over the girl’s body, and she looked like she was in a bad 
condition. 

Surprisingly, this girl was Freya! 

When Matthew saw that, his expression changed immediately. ‘Why is Freya in the 
Cosbys’ hands?’ 

Likewise, everyone there had shock crawling all over their faces. It was especially so for 
Atticus, and his expression turned cold instantly. 

He supported Sean earlier because he knew that it would be difficult for Sean to kill 
Freya. However, little did he expect Sean to have already captured her. 

Things were turning complicated. Since he supported Sean’s plan to kill Freya just now, 
he couldn’t object now that Sean was going to do it. However, if Freya died here, Heath 
would start an endless war with the Cosby Family. 

Based on the Cosby Family’s current situation, Wilfred’s life was already at risk, so if 
Heath really came after them, it would be the end of their family. Although the Southeast 
State was Levi’s territory, he might not provide the Cosby Family any help if Heath held 
nothing back to fight against them. 

At this moment, countless thoughts came across Atticus’ mind, but he still couldn’t find 
any excuse to stop Sean. 

The man on the side said in surprise, “Sean, h-how did you get Freya?” 

Hearing that question, Sean sneered and said, “It‘s all thanks to Rowan. He brought the 
family’s Esteemed Guests to capture her personally.” 

Almost immediately, everyone looked at Rowan in shock, while the latter had a proud 
look on his face. 



In the cabinet, Tristan couldn’t help but ask Matthew, “What’s going on? Didn’t you say 
that Uncle Rowan worked with Freya? Why did he capture her? Matthew, have you 
misunderstood Uncle Rowan?” 

Matthew knitted his brows together and felt that something wasn’t right. 

After some thought, his heart skipped a beat as he exclaimed in a low voice, “I 
understand now…” 

“W-What do you understand?” She was confused. 

He then looked at Rowan and said, “Your Uncle Rowan is really cunning!” 

“Why?” She was even more confused at this moment. 

Then, he explained, “He wasn’t working with Freya, he was working with Gregory and 
Lord Voodoo. He informed Freya of our location through Gregory and Lord Voodoo, 
then used both of them as his informants to find her with the Esteemed Guests, 
capturing her at last… His real goal is to use Freya to start a dispute between your 
father and the family members…” 

When Tristan heard that, her expression changed immediately. “Is this real? Even if my 
father has a dispute with the family members, what good can this do for Uncle Rowan? 
Looking at the current situation, even if my father is pulled down from the Cosby 
Family’s head position, he can’t be the head either! There are still a few key members 
above him. They are the real candidates!” 

However, Matthew shook his head and said, “What if he killed all the candidates with 
your father’s hand?” 

Tristan was stunned for a moment, but her expression changed immediately after that 
when she roughly understood what was going on. 

When it came to the decision of killing Freya, the other Cosbys would surely have a 
different opinion than her father. When the quarrel didn’t come to a conclusion, Rowan 
would add fuel to the fire, potentially causing a large feud within the family. 
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Tristan looked outside and found that the few candidates for the Cosby Family’s head 
were all here. Also, it was obvious from their expressions that they didn’t agree with 
Sean’s plan of killing Freya. 

This meant that if Sean really killed Freya, there would definitely be a conflict between 
the two parties. If that happened, it might erupt into a family tragedy! 

She then said anxiously, “Matthew, w-why don’t we go out and expose him?” 

However, Matthew waved his hand and said, “Don’t be anxious. If you go out now, it’ll 
only stop this event and not expose him. Let’s wait and see.” 

Tristan was very worried since this was a family matter. However, since Matthew said 
that, she complied with his words. 

At this moment, Sean was already in front of Freya. “Let me ask you this, Freya, my 
daughter has nothing against you, but why did you kill her?‘ 

“Do I need any reason to kill?” Freya’s expression was cold. 

Seeing this scene unfolding from the side, Rowan was laughing in his heart. It was just 
as they had guessed, Freya wouldn’t explain at all. If that was the case, no one would 
find out what Rowan did. 

Just then, the furious Sean bellowed, “Don’t assume that you can do anything you want 
with Heath supporting your back. 

I’m telling you this right now, today, I’ll use your blood to honor my daughter in heaven!” 

As he said that, he grabbed a dagger right away and went for her eyes. 

Matthew clenched his fists and wanted to stop him, but someone from the Cosby Family 
dashed out to stop Sean. 

“Calm down, Sean!” the man shouted. 

Sean was enraged. “Calm down? She killed my daughter. I’m just killing her to seek 
revenge for my daughter. What’s wrong with that? Even Uncle Atticus gave me 
permission to kill her. On what grounds are all of you stopping me?” 

When Atticus heard that, there was embarrassment in his expression. 

He didn’t know what to do now as it was beyond his expectations that Sean would really 
capture Freya. However, he knew very well that Freya couldn’t be dead. If she died, 
Heath would go all out, and the Cosby Family might be destroyed! 



“Sean, you’re the head of the family. You should focus on the big picture,“ he said 
calmly. 

When Sean heard that, he was provoked and shouted, “F*ck the big picture! All of you 
b*stards keep asking me to focus on the big picture. What does that even mean? Do 
you mean that my daughter deserves to die?! I’m telling everyone now! I’m getting 
revenge for my daughter today. Whoever stops me will be my foe!” 

As soon as he said that, he pushed that man away and wanted to continue what he was 
doing. 

Seeing that, Atticus frowned and stopped Sean immediately. 

“Sean, is there any use in killing her? The dead can’t rise from the grave. You can’t 
save Tristan even if you kill Freya. However, many of the Cosbys are still alive. Do you 
know that acting on your own will bring a huge disaster to the Cosby Family?” 

Sean went straight to the point and pushed Atticus away, saying, “I’ll take responsibility 
for what I do. There’s no need for the Cosby Family to take that. My daughter’s dead, 
and the culprit is right in front of me. How can I not seek revenge for her when I’m her 
father? What meaning is there left for me to continue living?” 

At this moment, Atticus’ expression changed and he bellowed, “Are you crazy, Sean?! I 
will never let you do such a foolish thing! Come and stop him!” 

The people behind Atticus’ back rushed forward immediately and blocked Freya from 
Sean, causing a face-off between the two parties. 

When Rowan saw that, he couldn’t help but be delighted inside. ‘Haha! This is exactly 
what i wanted!’ 
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After being blocked by these people, a furious Sean bellowed, “F*ck off, all of you!” 

However, no one stepped aside. 

Seeing that, he was even more enraged. “What are you all trying to do? I’m the head of 
the Cosby Family, so how dare you go against my orders?!” 



Atticus then said coldly, “You’re the head of the Cosby Family, and that’s why you need 
to focus on the big picture. If you don’t think on behalf of the family, you don’t deserve to 
be the head anymore!” 

When Sean heard that, his expression turned icy at once. “What are you trying to say, 
Uncle Atticus? Dad was the one who appointed me to become the head of the family. 
Are you doubting his decision now?” 

“If Wilfred is here, he’ll never allow you to do such a brainless thing either!” 

Atticus sneered, “Sean Cosby, I’m telling you again. You, as the head of the Cosby 
Family, must focus on the big picture when you do things! If you can’t think on behalf of 
the family, the position of the head needs to be elected again!” 

Hearing that, Sean looked up and laughed right away. “Old man, you’re finally exposing 
your wild ambition, eh? You want to take away the position of the Cosby Family’s head 
when my father is injured! Hmph! Do you guys think you‘re fit for that?!“ 

Just then, Atticus sneered. “Don’t blow your own trumpet anymore, Sean. Do you think 
we’re all fools? We all know why you’re holding this family meeting at this time. As such, 
you can save your tricks in front of us!” 

“What tricks?” Sean said coldly. 

With a scoff, Atticus said, “You’re still acting dumb, huh? Hmph! Do you think I don’t 
know what you’re thinking? Now that Wilfred is severely injured and it is difficult to find a 
cure, you’re afraid that you‘ll lose control of the Cosby Family, so you want to find an 
excuse to eliminate all the people who are threats to you!” 

“To be honest, is it necessary to conduct a family meeting for this matter? You gathered 
all the head’s candidates and talked about killing Freya. It’s so obvious that you’re trying 
to use this opportunity to eliminate anyone who goes against you. That way, you can 
completely control the Cosby Family! Hmph! Let me tell you this, as long as I‘m alive, 
don‘t try to have the idea of going rogue!” 

Everyone there agreed with Atticus, and they all glared at Sean furiously. 

Hearing that, Sean was extremely enraged. “I gathered all of you here to discuss how to 
go against Heath, and I never thought about eliminating all of you. But I didn’t know that 
you all have become such cowards.” 

He continued, “I’m telling you now, I will definitely kill Freya today! Also, my feud with 
Heath needs to end too! If you support me, then you are one of the Cosbys. Otherwise, 
you‘re my enemy! Now, who still dares to stop me?!” 

Sean dashed forward and knocked a man in front of him. 



At this moment, Atticus shouted, “How dare you?! Block him!” 

All of the Cosbys ran forward and fought with Sean right away. 

When Rowan saw that, he shouted immediately, “How dare you guys lay hands on the 
family’s head? Guys, take them down!” 

A group of people ran out from Rowan’s back, and it became a dogfight instantly. 

Seeing this situation inside the cabinet, Tristan finally understood what Matthew meant. 
Rowan really wanted to eliminate all the candidates with her father’s hands. 

When she saw the scuffle, she couldn’t help but say, “Matthew, if we still don’t go out 
now, I‘m afraid it‘ll be too late. If any one of the Cosbys is hurt, there’ll be no salvage for 
this anymore.” 

However, Matthew just stared at Sean and said calmly, “Let’s wait for a little while 
more.” 

“Why?” Tristan was confused. 

He didn’t say anything and was still staring at Sean. All of a sudden, he saw a little 
bulge on Sean’s forehead. 

At once, he smiled and said, “That‘s it! Okay, let‘s go out!” 
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Tristan didn’t know what Matthew saw, but going out was the main thing here. She 
immediately pushed the cabinet door open and dashed out before shouting, “Stop it!” 

Everyone there was in the middle of a scuffle, and no one knew that two people would 
come out of the cabinet in the corner. 

Since Tristan had disguised herself, they didn’t recognize her at once except for Sean. 
He trembled and looked at her in disbelief. 

“A-Are you Tristan?!‘ His voice was shaking, at this moment, he suspected that he was 
dreaming. 



On the other hand, Rowan quivered and widened his eyes. ‘Is Tristan not dead?!’ 

Tristan quickly wiped the disguise off her face and showed her real self. 

“Dad, it’s me!” Her voice was shaking as well. 

When Sean saw his daughter standing in front of him and very much alive, his tears 
gushed out of his eyes at once. 

“A-Am I dreaming? Tristan, y-you’re really alive? Are you really back?” he said while his 
voice was breaking. 

“I’m really alive, Dad…” Tristan walked to his side and held his hand. “Look, I’m fine!” 

Sean grabbed his daughter’s hand and studied her. When he saw that she was really 
well, he couldn’t help but cry again. Meanwhile, the others were all stunned. They 
looked at each other awkwardly and didn’t know what to do at this moment. 

Seeing that, Atticus frowned as well, Tristan being alive bewildered him too. 

In fact, while Wilfred was injured the entire time, Atticus had been planning to take away 
the position of the Cosby Family’s head to make his son become the leader instead. He 
guessed that Sean would definitely seek revenge from Heath and Freya during this 
family meeting. Thus, he prepared himself to use this chance to oppose Sean and start 
a family feud. 

He had also wooed many people beforehand to use this opportunity to take Sean down 
from the head position. 

The scuffle between the two parties had already started just now, he just needed to take 
down Sean, and his plan would be a success. However, little did he expect Tristan to 
come back alive. 

How could he continue his plan now? 

Meanwhile, Rowan was the most taken aback by this situation. 

If Tristan wasn’t dead, then there was a high possibility of him being exposed! 

If he got exposed, there was no need for him to think about controlling the Cosby 
Family, and it would even be hard to say whether he could keep his life! 

At this moment, he was in a panic. He even wanted to back out and leave quietly. 
Suddenly, he felt a slight movement from the invisible centipede on his body. When he 
felt that, he couldn’t help but feel joyous. 



The movement of the invisible centipede meant that the centipede in Sean was forming, 
which meant that the centipede in Sean was going to explode soon! 

If the centipede exploded, Rowan could take control over Sean, and there would still be 
hope for Rowan. 

Meanwhile, Sean was asking about Tristan as well, so Tristan told him everything about 
what happened that day. 

After Sean heard that, he couldn’t help but feel shocked, for he didn’t know that Freya 
would spare Tristan and Matthew. He then turned to look at Rowan sharply. “Rowan, 
didn’t you say that someone saw Freya kill them and throw their bodies into the river? 
What’s going on?” 

With an embarrassed expression, Rowan replied, “I-I don‘t know. That was what the 
witness told me. He even said that he saw it with his own eyes. Maybe I was deceived 
by the witness!” 

Hearing that, Sean knitted his brows together. He was not a fool either. From Rowan‘s 
expression, he could tell that there was something odd about this. 

“Where did you find the witness? Also, why did he need to deceive you?” he asked 
Rowan sternly. 
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“I don’t know either,” All of a sudden, Rowan started stuttering. “P-Perhaps the guy had 
some scheme, or that someone wants to stir up our family’s tension with Heath…” 

“Who would have nothing better to do than something like that?” Sean asked 
dispassionately. 

“H-How would I know that?!” Rowan feigned innocence. “It must be our enemies or 
maybe Heath’s. There are so many evildoers in this world, who knows just what these 
people are up to?!” 

Sean furrowed his brows in response and looked at his brother with suspicion. 

Guilt-ridden, Rowan dared not look Sean straight in the eyes, only ever feeling the 
centipede’s movements with his head lowered. 



He was certain his brother had started suspecting him. His only hope now was that the 
invisible centipede would take over. That way, he could control Sean forever. 

Just then, Tristan stepped up and asked solemnly, “Uncle Rowan, there’s a question 
I’ve been meaning to ask you. Would you mind clarifying it for me?” 

“What is it?” Rowan asked. 

At that, Tristan took a gander at him. “Matthew and I left Grandville, so how did Freya 
manage to locate us?” 

Rowan’s heart skipped a beat in response. Likewise, Sean turned to Rowan. ‘This is 
indeed strange…’ 

“How would I know?!” Rowan snapped. “Shouldn’t you be asking Freya this instead?!” 

However, Tristan only continued asking, “One more question, Uncle. How did you 
manage to find Freya?” 

Freya’s head shot up in response, staring coldly at Rowan. 

As awful as the man in question looked, he continued to fake innocence. “I… I just got 
lucky. Someone spotted her, so I took our men to find her…” 

“Is that so?” Tristan sneered. “Well, isn’t lady luck on your side, Uncle Rowan!” 

“W-What are you talking about?!” Rowan grew vexed. “Tristan Cosby, don’t forget that 
I’m your uncle, and you’re just a woman! What right do you have to tell me what to do?!” 

Everyone nodded in agreement, and Atticus echoed, “Rowan‘s right. Look at the kind of 
daughter you’ve raised, Sean. How dare she speak so rudely to her elder!” 

Tristan’s countenance turned ugly. The Cosbys had always been patriarchal, and as a 
girl, she had no right to speak here at all. 

“Uncle Atticus, Tristan had a close encounter with death. Is she not allowed to figure 
some things out?” Sean asked impassively. “Tristan might be a girl, but she’s also my 
daughter! As long as I’m the head of the Cosby Family, she has all the right to speak 
here!” 

“Just because she has the right to speak, it doesn’t mean she is allowed to be rude to 
her elders,” Atticus turned grim. 

“How dare she interrogate her elder like this?!” 



“I don’t think there’s anything wrong with Tristan’s words, Uncle,” Sean retorted. “If an 
elder doesn’t feel guilty of anything, he wouldn’t consider her questions an 
interrogation.” 

Atticus frowned in response. “What are you trying to say, Sean? Rowan is your birth 
brother. Are you saying that he’s feeling guilty?” 

It was evident the old man was trying to provoke dissension. It might look like he was 
backing Rowan, but in actuality, he was deliberately driving a wedge between the 
brothers, wanting the two to fight while he bagged all the benefits for himself. 

Sean chose not to respond to his uncle. Instead, he turned to Rowan and questioned 
gravely, “Rowan, I’m the only person Tristan gave her location to, and I’ve only told you 
alone. Tell me, then, how did Freya find out where they were?” 
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The others burst into a tumult upon hearing so, and they looked toward Rowan. Even 
Atticus’ eyes widened. He now finally understood why Sean would stand up for his 
daughter. Frankly speaking, Sean had begun suspecting Rowan! 

At that, he couldn’t help feeling joyous, it’d be perfect that the brothers clashed, after all. 

That way, he wouldn’t even need to make a move for the two to weaken each other, 
and by then, he would be able to make his son the patriarch of the Cosby Family. As 
such, Atticus said no more and even took a step back, making way for Rowan, who was 
stammering as cold sweat drenched his forehead. 

Tristan took a gander at him and retorted, “Looks like you’re unable to answer the 
question, Uncle Rowan. Why don‘t we ask Freya instead?” 

At that, she walked toward Freya. “Freya, how did you manage to find us?” 

“Why should I answer you?” Freya’s face was far from amiable. 

However, Tristan only smiled. “l have a good idea even if you choose not to say 
anything, Freya. Gregory and Lord Voodoo gave you our location, didn’t they?” 

A hint of glimmer flashed across Freya’s eyes upon hearing so. Though she said 
nothing, her eyes already conveyed multitudes. 



Likewise, Tristan was shocked when she saw Freya’s eyes, for Matthew was the one 
who told her all of this, and he had deduced it from the limited clues they had. 

Who’d have thought Matthew was a hundred percent correct?! 

With that, she took a deep breath and asked, “ln that case, do you want to know how 
my uncle found you?” 

This time, Freya said nothing, only looking at Tristan. She was curious as well. 

“Since Gregory and Voodoo gave you my location, do you think they wouldn’t give my 
uncle yours?” Tristan said. 

Freya turned grim at once and asked gravely, “Are you saying that Gregory and Lord 
Voodoo joined forces with Rowan Cosby to take me down?” 

“Not just you but also me,” Tristan clarified. “They want to use you to kill me so that my 
father would kill you in turn. Do you not get it, Freya? Gregory and Lord Voodoo are 
also devious!” 

At that, malice flashed across Freya’s eyes as she added the two men’s names to her 
hit list. 

“Freya, are you still not willing to expose Rowan Cosby?” Tristan then asked. “Were 
Gregory and Lord Voodoo the ones who told you where we were?” 

Freya slowly nodded in response. “Your guess is right. They told me your location!” 

At that, everyone burst into a tumult and looked straight at Rowan. 

Likewise, Sean looked icily at his brother. “What else do you have to say for yourself, 
brother?“ 

“I… This can’t prove anything!” Rowan snapped with a flushed face. “It’s merely their 
speculation! Any excuse will serve a tyrant. If you’re going to convict me based on these 
speculations, then I have nothing to say!” 

Disappointment enveloped Sean’s face as he asked, ‘Rowan, are you still not going to 
admit your doing when it has come to this?” 

“Why should I when I’ve done nothing?!” Rowan retorted. 

Sean flew into a rage, but just as he wanted to speak, Tristan beat him to it. “If my 
guess is right, Uncle, your chat history with Gregory and Lord Voodoo is still on your 
phone. Do you dare let us check it?” 



Rowan turned grim at once, and he took a subconscious step back while putting his 
hand over his pocket. 

Seeing so, Sean stepped forward and demanded, “Rowan, let me take a look at your 
phone!” 
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